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back-o�ce researchers alike. Key features include:

■ Matrix comparison of company viewpoints and positions on agenda topics
■ Automatic population of the matrix with summaries of TDoc contributions
■ Clear and comprehensive overview of each company's position
■ Identifying companies with similar positions for early topic merging suggestions
■ Observation of di�erences and commongrounds as a basis for future discussions
■ Ability to explore relevance of a company's position to their own interests
■ Head-to-head TDoc comparisons and annotations for cost/bene�t analysis

■ Base report for tech professionals seeking quick access to latest meeting updates
■ Base report as a starting point for adding personalized comments and analysis
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Table 2 provides the head-to-head comparisons for Agenda Item 9.2.4.1 (Evaluation on AI/ML for positioning accuracy enhancement) during the 3GPP-R1-112-bis-e meeting. Companies Ericsson, CMCC, and InterDigital, Inc. 
presented their TDocs, focusing on evaluating AI/ML for positioning accuracy enhancement. The comparison of these TDocs reveals various approaches and technical differences among the companies, with each having its 
pros and cons.  Ericsson's TDoc (R1-2302335) evaluates the effect of using fewer time-domain taps as input to centralized direct path ToA estimation ML models in a highly non-LoS environment. It emphasizes that models 
with CIR inputs achieve better positioning accuracy than those with PDP inputs. The advantage of this approach is that similar accuracy can be obtained with both CIR and PDP inputs at similar storage sizes when down 
sampling is considered. Based on the prior consensus and a way forward, CMCC's TDoc (R1-2303228) updates the agreement made in 3GPP-R1-110 Agenda Item 9.2.4.1 and emphasizes the importance of considering model 
performance, complexity, and computational complexity for both direct AI/ML positioning and AI/ML-assisted positioning. This approach allows flexibility for individual companies to treat certain parameters as optional, 
depending on their specific AI/ML design.  InterDigital's TDoc (R1-2303450) assesses the performance of AI/ML models deployed on the UE side with CIR input under different SNR conditions. The results show that a more 
complex model provides better horizontal accuracy, but at a slight cost compared to a noiseless dataset. A less complex model with CIR measurements as input still achieves reasonable horizontal accuracy for 90% of UEs. 
Comparing these TDocs highlights the importance of understanding the trade-offs among different AI/ML positioning approaches, model complexity, and computational demands. Such comparisons enable better 
decision-making and identification of potential collaborators to work towards consensus building, ultimately enhancing the positioning accuracy in the 3GPP framework.

Table 1 presents the holistic view for 3GPP R2-121-bis-e Agenda Item 7.8.5, which focuses on UAV identification broadcast. The table's first column enumerates several corporations that have expressed a position or 
viewpoint in the agenda item, including Ericsson, Qualcomm, Nokia, China Mobile, Xiaomi, and Huawei, among others. The header row delineates the differentiating topics on which the companies diverge in their positions. 
For instance, concerning the initial topic, "BRID," Ericsson endorses the broadcasting of remote identification, Qualcomm specifically advocates for a "PC5-based BRID," and Nokia generally alludes to the "RAN2 Aspects of 
BRID for UAVs." When examining the table horizontally, it is evident that Ericsson articulates viewpoints on BRID and NR UAV, but does not address DAA, PC5, Mode2, In-coverage and Out-of-coverage scenarios, or LTE PC5 
within this specific agenda item. The table provides a clear view for delegates and researchers to discern each company's stance on various topics. Therefore, the table facilitates the identification of potential collaborators 
among companies with aligned interests, enabling them to engage in productive dialogues to reconcile their differences and foster consensus-building discussions, which are integral components of 3GPP meetings.
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